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At the recent Joget LAB, we hosted a panel discussion with tech leaders from healthcare and public sectors. In the
event, Josh Silverman, Chief Transformation Officer at Allied Benefit Systems, discussed the strategic shift toward
positively embracing change to foster innovation in building enterprise solutions. Using one of the Joget apps,
they recently achieved another 75% time savings in generating 'Policy Description Docs’ for their customers.
Meanwhile, Tim Buckley, Executive V.P (Sales & Marketing) at rfidCollect, stressed the needs for businesses to
employ technologies like IoT & low-code to digitize data collection and asset management. He shared their
partnership with Mokxa & Joget in offering the NOTIFY solution, transforming it from a Covid-19 risk notification
system into a versatile asset management solution applicable across industries. The panel wrapped up with a
Joget demo, creating a 'School Enrolment Registration App' in minutes powered by the Joget Gen AI plugin—no
code needed, just a prompt away. Want to explore further? Watch the recording to learn more.

Joget LAB with Allied Benefit Systems & rfidCollect: Tech-enabled
Transformation Simplified Using Mokxa Solutions
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Working with Vote Absentee Virginia (a not-for-profit organization in Falls Church, VA) we used Joget to deliver the
'eAbsentee Portal'. Sponsored by our client, ‘eAbsentee’ was launched in 2019 for voters to apply for absentee
ballots. However, their previous website was inefficient and costly to manage on high-code. Through user-
friendly screens, our solution simplified the absentee ballot submissions process. Without portal logins, voters
can enter their details and validate them in the right format, saving time while reducing overhead. Following each
submission, a PDF-form with accurate population of voter's data on specific fields is generated. This allows Vote
Absentee Virginia to comply with the original template set by the electoral board. Using the portal, they could
instantly alert the county's staff on email when a new submission is made, and process them in no-time. With
increased accessibility, Vote Absentee Virginia was able to attain a higher voter turnout. Next up, they plan to
scale up Joget for more use cases across the U.S. Public Offices. Read the case study to learn more.

Simple, Swift, and Scalable: Mokxa Modernized Absentee Ballot Requests
for Vote Absentee Virginia in A Week

Webinar with ITAsoft, Indonesia - Supercharging Biz Solutions Delivery in
BFSI, Leveraging Citizen Development on Joget DX 8
In a recent webinar, Mokxa & ITAsoft (a Mokxa company specialized in providing tech solutions), discussed how
BFSI companies should leverage citizen development to achieve rapid digital transformation on low-code Joget.
In the event, Fahmi Jafar, COO at ITasoft, delved into modern approaches and industry-proven best practices. He
shed light on must-haves that companies should embrace to empower their business-IT teams in building
innovative and highly adaptable business solutions. The centerpiece of the event was a demo of the Joget DX 8
release, showcasing the creation of a fully-functional 'Banking Customer Onboarding App' under 15 minutes
without code. Adding depth to the discussion, Fahmi also shared their experience in supporting a 40+ year-old
Indonesian auto financing company - using Joget since 2012 for multiple biz process automation, benefiting over
3,500 enterprise-wide users. Watch the webinar to learn more about their digital transformation journey.

At Rio, Goa, Mokxa participated in the 13th annual convention of Katalyst India, an award-winning NGO that stands
for the economic empowerment of women. As their technology partner since 2017, we took pride in co-creating a
suite of apps that brought modern digitization to their student development program. By automating tasks like
training schedules & attendance, we enabled them to refocus on student development, while delivering a
remarkable efficiency boost across their operations, benefiting 1500+ users. Notably, we recently collaborated for
a seamless Joget portal upgrade to DX 8, providing an improved user experience with better governance for their
staff & students. As part of our philanthropic mission, we also extended career opportunities to the gifted
‘Katalysts’, actively engaging in their placement programs over the years. Read the blog to learn more about our
journey with Katalyst India.

Mokxa Supports Katalyst India to Empower Women for Equality in
Opportunity and Leadership

https://www.mokxa.com/post/championing-women-empowerment-as-katalyst-technology-partner
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-6jgH6oIXOL5HPxY-iFKUteiiYe_VqyTSuyee_bK44mCWzWSrUh2MIXN5uRhZoHr.jArQc0-jes5CIjkM?startTime=1695315521000
https://youtu.be/RysHTl6keeI?feature=shared
https://www.mokxa.com/automated-pdf-population-and-generation
http://www.mokxa.com/

